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Abstract—6G and beyond networks will merge communication
and computation capabilities in order to adapt to changes. As
they will consist of many sensors gathering information from
its environment, new schemes for managing these large amounts
of data are needed. For this purpose, we review Over the Air
(OTA) computing in the context of estimation and detection.
For distributed scenarios, such as a Wireless Sensor Network, it
has been proven that a separation theorem does not necessarily
hold, whereas analog schemes may outperform digital designs.
We outline existing gaps in the literature, evincing that current
state of the art requires a theoretical framework based on analog
and hybrid digital-analog schemes that will boost the evolution
of OTA computing. Furthermore, we motivate the development
of 3D networks based on OTA schemes, where satellites function
as sensors. We discuss its integration within the satellite segment,
delineate current challenges and present a variety of use cases
that benefit from OTA computing in 3D networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next-generation networks will join communication and
computing since a large number of sensors will be deployed
to enable the development of intelligent networks capable of
responding to the environment and take appropriate decisions.
These sensors take measurements over which compute calcula-
tions. In terms of efficiency, these computations will be carried
in a distributed fashion, complementing the communication
side of the network.

It is well known that for architectures beyond the point-to-
point setting, discerning between source and channel coding
may be suboptimal. Furthermore, there has been an increasing
interest in the development of analog schemes, as envisaged
by [1]. New physical layer designs need to be developed to
manage the massive volumes of sensed data. Besides, these
have to consider the objectives of the computing tasks, and not
only the communication goals. In other words, there is a shift
from considering only rate-oriented performance indicators
to contemplating task-oriented targets (e.g., minimize a cost
that depends on the data). In this sense, Over the Air (OTA)
computing is a recently new paradigm that takes advantage of
the additive nature of the Multiple Access Channel (MAC). In
an OTA scheme, all transmitters send signals coherently such
that the receiver obtains a unique overlapped signal. In Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSN) this observation is convenient
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because the receiver (e.g., fusion center) is not particularly
interested in acquiring all the readings, but a function of
them. We review the state of the art in OTA for estimation
and detection problems, revealing that most of the literature
proposes solutions based on ad-hoc designs because no general
tools have been envisioned to design analog architectures.

The development of OTA schemes for WSN can be envis-
aged in a 3D network, where satellites function as sensors
gathering data and they transmit it concurrently towards a
ground fusion center. Nevertheless, apart from the challenges
inherited from OTA, its deployment over the satellite segment
exhibits new challenges. Because of the density of satellites,
interferences can happen within satellites from the same
constellation, within the same orbit or even different orbits.
Contrarily to research focused on mitigating interferences [2],
depending on the service and application, these interferences
can be used for the reception benefit with the OTA strategy.

In this paper we review OTA computing over WSN in the
context of estimation and detection scenarios, while indicating
the gaps that exist in the literature, for which we provide
future lines of research. Additionally, we show the feasibility
of deploying OTA schemes over 3D networks, including
numerous use cases that can take advantage of it.

The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: section
II begins with an overview of OTA computing and examines
its integration in distributed estimation and detection problems;
section III discusses the development of OTA schemes in 3D
networks and outlines current challenges; section IV presents
use cases and section V summarizes the paper and proposes
future lines of research.

II. OVER THE AIR COMPUTING

In a point-to-point setting Shannon proved that it is optimal
to decompose the process of communication in two disjoint
phases: once the source is sampled, a source code is used to
compress the information; then, a channel code is applied for
it to be resilient to noise [3]. These stages are independent
in the sense that the latter has no information regarding the
source, the only link is due to rate constraints. This is known
as the source-channel separation theorem, and pushed the
development of communication systems in the digital domain.

Nonetheless, a WSN differs from the previous setup for two
main reasons: The first one is that a WSN is a multipoint-
to-point scenario. In [1] the following 2-user Adder MAC is
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Fig. 1. 2-user Adder MAC.

proposed to show how a simple analog scheme can outperform
a standard digital one. Consider two independent sources S1

and S2, with probabilities P (S1 = 0, S2 = 0) = P (S1 =
0, S2 = 1) = P (S1 = 1, S2 = 1) and P (S1 = 1, S2 = 0) = 0,
depicted in Figure 1. The rate-distortion and capacity regions
do not intersect, evincing that there is no digital code providing
rates for which the receiver can recover both sources with no
distortion. Conversely, as the channel matches the structure of
the sources, the analog approach of transmitting the uncoded
signals allows the receiver to determine the original sources
unequivocally. This example goes to show that a separation
theorem does not hold in general for WSN, whereas a joint
source-channel code is needed for optimal performance.

The second reason stems from the small-sized nature of
the sensed data. For instance, consider a WSN recording tem-
perature measurements. In an distributed estimation problem,
each node senses a temperature readout and the objective is
the receiver (e.g., fusion center) to obtain an estimation from
all the distributed data. Contrarily, in a distributed detection
problem, each sensor gathers a measurement and runs a local
hypothesis test (e.g., to check whether it is above a threshold).
Then, the receiver gathers the local decisions and computes a
global decision. In [4], the authors define the computation rate
as the ratio between the input and output number of bits that a
computation code produces, κ = k/n. When κ = 1, it breaks
with the traditional framework proposed by Shannon, because
asymptotically infinite-length codes are not allowed. As seen
in both estimation and detection problems, the size of the data
is small enough to consider the transmission of small packets
and, thus, the asymptotic conditions under which the channel
capacity is defined do no longer hold.

These considerations motivate the development of new
schemes for WSN. Namely, Over-the-Air computing is a new
paradigm to reliable compute functions over the MAC channel
[4]. Considering that sensors gather vast amounts of data and
that the receiver is not interested in acquiring all instances,
rather a function of them (e.g., mean), the additive property
of the MAC channel is exploited for the receiver to harness
interferences and obtain a unique signal. Notice that this also
reduces the communication needs of the system because no
resources are allocated to achieve orthogonalization.

The theory of OTA systems resides on the theorem proved
by Kolmogorov [5], stating that any continuous multivariate
function can be expressed as a superposition of only one

variable functions,

f(s1, . . . , sN ) = g

(
N∑

n=1

hn(sn)

)
, (1)

where f(·) is called a nomographic function. The set of
functions {hn}Nn=1 are called pre-processing functions and are
computed in a distributed fashion at each transmitter, while
g(·) is a post-processing function computed at the receiver
over the superposition of transmitted signals.

The simultaneous transmission provided by OTA computing
can be advantageous, for instance, to reduce the complexity
of the receiver since it does not scale with the number of
sensors, this is, the receiver acquires a unique signal at its
input. Because of this, the receiver cannot compensate each
one of the channels from every sensor. In this respect, OTA
computing involves different signal processing techniques with
respect to a Parallel Access Channel (PAC) constructed with
orthogonal resources. For instance, a multi-antenna receiver
cannot perform zero-forcing channel equalization, at most it
can generate a multicast beamformer that aims to point towards
all the sensors. This is the design presented in [6], where
the beamforming vector is constructed so that all effective
channels have similar amplitude. On the other hand, the
channel compensation has to be performed at each transmitter,
as it is the only location where the signals are decoupled.
This was also analysed in [6], where the transmit power
allocation at the sensors is designed in order to minimize the
power consumption while constraining the SINR to be above
a threshold. In [7], the power allocation at the sensors and at
the receiver are designed to minimize the mean squared error
(MSE) between the local readings and the superimposed signal
at the receiver.

OTA computing manages different diversity schemes, be-
cause not only channels are different, but also each signal
may be different from the rest. This happens because the
observations are subject to noise and the spatial distribution of
the nodes may imply obtaining different readouts. Notice this
is more complex than a Frequency Diversity Spread Spectrum
(FDSS) scheme because, not only each sample is sent over
a different non-overlapping frequency band, but it is assumed
that all transmitters have the same symbol [8].

A. OTA for distributed estimation

In distributed estimation, nodes gather measurements over
which a parameter is estimated. In general, the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimator is chosen. Notice that the objective
in estimation is to minimize the MSE between the readings and
the estimated parameter. When it is not possible to compute it
in a closed form, an iterative process is implemented, where
interactions (i.e., communication and computations) among
them is performed until a global estimation is reached. Notice
that these interactions can be performed among nodes or with
respect to the fusion center. In the latter it is recognizable that
OTA computing can ease the convergence of the algorithm.
This is the main goal of Federated Learning algorithms, which
try to come up with a global model (e.g., neural network) by
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Fig. 2. WSN of N sensors and a Fusion Center (FC) for parameter estimation.

means of distributed local models. We refer the reader to [9]
for an extensive up-to-date review of learning algorithms over
wireless networks.

The authors in [1] analyse the sensor network architecture
illustrated in Figure 2, where sources follow a Gaussian
distribution and for which an analog scheme performs expo-
nentially better than the digital scheme in a scaling sense. For
a digital encoding, it corresponds to the quadratic Gaussian
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) problem [10]. In this case, the
distortion D as a function of the number of sensors scales as
in (2), where Ptot corresponds to the total available power in
transmission for N sensors.

Ddigital(N) ∼ 1

log (NPtot)
(2)

In the analog architecture, the signal is scaled by an appro-
priate power factor that depends on the number of sensors,
the transmission power, and the power level of the signal and
noise. Since the received signal remains Gaussian, the optimal
estimator of S corresponds to Ŝ =

(
E{SY }/E{Y 2}

)
Y

[1]. The distortion scales as in (3), revealing that the digital
architecture requires exponentially more sensors to attain the
same distortion level. Therefore, for distributed estimation
with poor communication infrastructure, there is no separation
theorem.

Danalog(N) ∼ 1

NPtot
(3)

For these general networks, no separation theorem holds,
which demands the development of new designs for either
analog or hybrid digital-analog schemes. We will refer to
them as Radio Frequency Coding (RFC) techniques. RFC
does not operate with Galois fields and aim to provide new
waveform designs that adapt to the needs of joint computing
and communication [11].

With respect to estimation, the Cramér-Rao Bound (CRB)
works as a lower bound for the variance of an estimator. It has
been shown that the quantization process of the measurements
affects the parameter estimate, which adds another layer of
complexity. In [12], the CRB is derived for a general quantizer
and signal model, which can be a path to follow for a suitable
waveform coding design.

For saving communication bandwidth, computations can be
performed locally at the sensors. When, instead of working
with parameters, we work with associated hypothesis, an
estimation problem turns into a detection problem.

B. OTA for distributed detection

In a detection problem there is a set of hypothesis {Hi; i =
1, . . . ,K} that indicate the presence or absence of one or
several events. In a decentralized setting, each sensors gathers
data over which runs a decision criterion. Then all nodes
transmit their decisions coherently towards the receiver, in
which a global decision is computed. In detection problems
the objective is reducing the probability error, associated to
false alarm or miss events.

The transmission of hypothesis in contrast to raw data is
advantageous for several reasons: 1) It is not straightforward
how to adapt the OTA scheme to certain types of sources. For
example, in the case of images, the fusion center would receive
a superimposed image, which may not even be useful if the
pictures were taken from different perspectives and distances.
Conversely, the hypothesis are well defined and do not have
any dependency on the medium as the data may have; 2) the
fusion center is offloaded by computing hypothesis locally,
and 3) because of its binary nature, hypothesis reduce the size
of the data and, thus, reduces the communication needs of the
system.

An OTA scheme for detection is depicted in Figure 3, where
sensor n gathers a noisy version hn of the source S and
computes a local decision from a hypothesis test, zn = θn(hn).
Then, these decisions are digitally modulated with a function
fn(·), amplified with an and phase shifted with vn. The noise
at the receiver is W and gn is channel from the n-th sensor
to the receiver.

The nature of hypothesis in detection problems involves
working with finite codebooks, which differs from estimation
problems. As an example, in [6] the authors propose an ad-
hoc approach, where PSK constellations are used depending
on the number of hypothesis that a sensor can distinguish (e.g.,
a BPSK scheme for two hypothesis, whereas four hypothesis
are mapped to a QPSK). On the other hand, lattice codes
have gained relevance for OTA schemes because they can
achieve capacity on an AWGN channel [4]. It is still to be
explored if there are analog or hybrid digital-analog schemes
that outperform this kind of digital schemes.

III. INTEGRATION OF OTA IN 3D NETWORKS

The development of 3D networks falls under the definition
of the OTA paradigm, when satellites operate as sensors
gathering data from the Earth and they send it concurrently
towards the on-ground receiver. Additionally, the use of small
data packets in WSN matches the latency requirements of
satellite to ground communications. In this distributed sce-
nario, data may need to be preprocessed before transmission
in order to save communication bandwidth, which can be
performed via the on-board computation capabilities of the
satellites. Notice that this upgrades the operational means of



Fig. 3. OTA scheme for detection. (Source: [6]).

the network beyond a communication system, incorporating
computational capabilities as well. Similarly, the uplink case
can be considered as well, where IoT devices communicate
simultaneously with a satellite.

The consideration of 3D networks as a WSN comprises
several challenges due to its heterogeneity between the ground
and satellite segments. Besides, the inclusion of OTA comput-
ing brings a set of challenges as well that need to be addressed
towards the development of 3D networks in 6G:

• Synchronization: because simultaneous transmission is
needed for OTA computing and satellites are located at
different distances, synchronization has to be assessed.
AirShare is a system in which a clock is transmitted and
shared for all sensors for coherent transmissions [13]. In
another line, [14] develops an OTA analog scheme that
supports coarse-block synchronization. Synchronization
is even more demanding for a dynamic topology as a
satellite constellation.

• Channel State Information: it is not feasible for each sen-
sor to acquire knowledge of the channel. WSN would pro-
foundly benefit from the development of blind schemes.
Several alternatives have been developed to avoid massive
CSI for OTA schemes [15], [16].

A. Constellation Design

For sensing services, the density of satellites must be large
enough to provide global coverage. LEO satellites are more
suitable because their closeness to the Earth reduces the
propagation delay and attenuation. The latter is crucial for
IoT-oriented applications, since ground devices have stringent
energy consumption requirements. Besides that, for Earth Ob-
servation services, LEO satellites can obtain better resolution
with respect to MEO or GEO satellites.

Because of the different needs, constellations designed for
broadband communication may not comply with the require-
ments of sensing applications. For instance, Starlink’s constel-
lation is designed to have more satellites covering the most

Fig. 4. Number of satellites in Line of Sight vs. latitude. (Source: [17]).

populated regions, for which inclined orbits are used [17].
However, these orbits do not cover the polar regions, which
may be of interest for sensing applications. Besides, in order
to take advantage of OTA computing (downlink case), several
satellites need to cover the same region and, specifically,
point towards the same receiver. This can be accomplished by
means of neighboring satellites within the same constellation
and ring, satellites from the same constellation and different
shells and satellites from different orbits. These scenarios
increase in complexity as the network is more heterogeneous
(e.g., synchronization issues). In [17] the authors study how
many satellites are in Line-of-Sight (LoS) depending on the
latitude and for different constellations. As Figure 4 shows, the
Starlink constellation provides the densest number of satellites,
whereas Oneweb may not be enough. This raises the questions
whether new constellation designs have to be developed for
distributed sensing integrating OTA communications or these
broadband constellations could be reused for different pur-
poses.

IV. USE CASES

In order to exploit the satellite segment for distributed
sensing, each satellite must obtain data and use the aggregation
property of the channel medium to ease computation. As
previously discussed, the computation capabilities of satellites
can also be exploited by performing on-board computations.
In sensing applications the receiver is interested in the latest
possible update of the information. This reinforces the idea of
Age of Information, in which the significance shifts towards
the timeliness of the information [18]. We distinguish between
the following categories:

• Downlink: real-time tracking of containers in logistics
and real-time maritime surveillance [19] are two use cases
that can be enhanced by the use of satellites, since it is
not feasible to deploy a ground infrastructure. Besides,
the large amount of satellites allows to update the status
in a timely manner.
Another use case is environmental monitoring, such as



controlling coal emissions, and assessing the dose and
coverage of pesticides [20].

• Uplink: extending the use of the AIS system [21], several
ships can communicate with a satellite, where the latter
can be used a relay node.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the ideas that motivate
the development of OTA computing for 3D networks in 6G.
With respect to OTA schemes, we have analysed two general
problems, namely, estimation and detection. We have shown
the benefits of analog-based schemes and indicate that the
current state of the art lacks a theoretical frameworks that
unifies the coding and waveform designs for OTA computing.
As regards to its inclusion in 3D networks, we have exhibited
its feasibility, outlined up-to-date challenges and proposed a
variety of use cases that benefit from OTA strategies.
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